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BRANDING GUIDELINES 

WWW.IMPACTRS.GLOBAL

To be the worlds most impact-centric company by creating an ecosystem of 

people, businesses and experts with the goal of making action on sustainability 

accessible, relevant and relatable.

https://www.impactrs.global/
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ABOUT

MASTER LOGO / LOGO VARIATIONS

THE SYMBOL / LOGO USAGE

COLOR PALETTE / TYPOGRAPHY

BRAND APPLICATION

• IMPACTR_X

• THE HEROES

• THE CLOCK
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ABOUT
IMPACTR is on a mission to connect everyone in a universal network 

for sustainability. Our first platform is a digital app designed as a hybrid 

between a social media network and opportunities portal, connecting 

people with trusted sustainable solutions.

Our network of user-generated solutions will address a diverse range of 

categories, optimising relevance based on users preferences. Solutions range 

from products, services, projects, causes, events, and other opportunities, 

that authentically address issues like climate action, plastic waste, and 

equality, as well as things like sustainable food and fashion. And our Expert 

community, led by sustainability scientists, academics, practitioners and 

industry, will help our community make the most sustainable choices that 

they can trust,  with ease and speed. Slide to impact!

www.impactrs.global

contact@impactrs.global

https://www.impactrs.global/
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MASTER LOGO

LOGO VARIATIONS

DOWNLOAD IMPACTR’S LOGO AND SYMBOL SET HERE

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rQO5VtWhP5vWr9loFYhL9pt96cspE_-N?usp=sharing
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THE SYMBOL
The symbol is used as IMPACTR’s 

APP icon (Teal version), on social 

media and as a kind of water mark 

on other publications.

LOGO USAGE

EXCLUSION ZONES
Always allow a minimum space 

around the logo.

MINIMUM WIDTH
The logo minimum width is 90px or 32mm.
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TYPOGRAPHY

COLOR

PRIMARY COLORS SECONDARY COLORS - MEDIA

TITLE 1 - AMIRI BOLD
Recomended size for print - 20pt - All caps - Leading 12pt

DOWNLOAD AMIRI HERE

TITLE 2 - LATO LIGHT
Recomended size for print - 10pt - All caps - Leading 12pt

DOWNLOAD LATO HERE

Paragraph font - Lato light

Recomended size for print - 8pt - Leading 12pt

First paragraph font - Lato Regular

Recomended size for print - 8pt - Leading 12pt

QUOTES - AMIRI REGULAR
Recomended size for print - 13pt - All caps - Leading 12pt

Footnotes - Lato Light

Recomended size for print - 6pt - Leading 12pt

BREADCRUMBS - LATO LIGHT

Recomended size for print - 6pt - All caps - Leading 12pt

FINAL BREADCRUMBS - LATO SANS BOLD

Recomended size for print - 6pt - All caps - Leading 12pt

AUTHOR/MENTIONS - LATO LIGHT

Recomended size for print - 8pt - All caps - Leading 12pt

RGB

F92855

CMYK

0-95-56-0

CMYK

71-0-30-0

CMYK

100-100-1000-100

CMYK

3-0-53-0

CMYK

0-41-97-0

CMYK

32-99-79-41

CMYK

86-47-59-31

CMYK

80-0-100-0

RGB

00C0C0

RGB

000000

RGB

FDF890

RGB

FEA51E

RGB

771325

RGB

205856

RGB

00B127

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Amiri
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Lato
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EXAMPLE OF WEB ARTICLE
WHEN THE COAL IS GONE

In our search for answers on how to safeguard the Planet, Nomad Land seeks to explore the traditional wisdom from an 

artistic and inclusive point of view on these topics. 

The magical and mysterious seem to have been forgotten in modern societies, though myths and imagination have been our 

historical connectors to the wonders of nature, as well as sources of knowledge and social cohesion. Those closer to the natural 

world, the animal psyche and the elements were respected members of society, taken in high esteem and consulted. They were 

the ones who had a deep understanding on how to abide by nature and thrive. But who is nowadays trying to see like an eagle, 

EXAMPLE OF WEB ARTICLE - IMPACTR - NOMAD LAND - LEAVING QULLISSAT

SHARE

feel like a whale or stand like a tree? Where has 

our connection to nature and animals gone in the 

globalized world of today? Where is the awe for what’s 

known to be the most rare and precious thing in 

Universe, Life in whatever form?

The project puts voice and image to old tales, myths 

and superstitions, in areas where the power of nature 

is ever-present and inspirational. We believe that 

these cultural collective representations talk to the 

imagination and emotions of the modern individual 

from a much-needed cross-generational perspective.

We have to look back, yes! And find what was lost 

on our way to carry on with a healthy planet. But it is 

of equal importance that we also look at the people 

today taking active choices to safeguard the Planet 

and let ourselves be inspired.

What better way to understand our commonness than to know our tales, our myths and the lullabies we sing to our children? 

Those shared stories help us create our identities, values and dreams. In coastal communities of the Nordic countries similar 

myths and beliefs have been shaped throughout history around common fears, adventures, natural phenomena and beliefs. 

In Greenland the giant kayak man Qajariaq has the seas, the waters and the winds as his domain and is able to cause storms and 

thunders. While the Nordic God Thor was not so much the “God of thunder” as he was the God thunder himself, personifying 

similar natural elements. Through Nomad Land we talk about Greenlandic mythology and traditional knowledge connected to 

leading sustainable lives in accordance with nature, dwelling as much as we can towards expressing the views and concerns of 

Greenlanders on our present and shared climate challenges, as well as bringing forth suggestions for a sustainable future. 

“WHEN THE CONCEPT OF HUMAN DOMINION OVER NATURE IS 
QUESTIONED, THE DOOR OPENS FOR A MULTIPLICITY OF RELATIONAL 
BONDS WITH FELLOW CREATURES AND THE WORLD” 
(SKEEN, 2013)

SHARE SLIDE TO ACTION BUY US A COFFEE
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APLICATIONS
PERSONALIZATION OF THE BRAND
With the three elements (Sun/Sunset/Slide to Action, 

Atmosphere and Earth)  that create the symbol, IMPACTR 

eveloped a whole line of applications and characters to 

animate and personify its different lines of work.

CHARACTER AND ANIMATIONS FOR IMPACTR_X

These characters are the “ambassadors” and identity for the six different “themes” for Impactr_x events:

AN EMPOWERED LIFE FOR ALL, AN ECONOMY THAT SERVES THE COMMUNITY, FOODFULNESS, AN ENTIRE WORLD POWERED BY ZERO CARBON ENERGY,  A CITY DESIGNED 

FOR WELL-BEING, THERE IS NO PLANET B

DOWNLOAD CHARACTERS HERE

https://vimeo.com/369497396/014bfdc732
https://vimeo.com/369497478/4f9bc769d0
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1wpXBKVzONQ6xiI4EHXr-uwbLKMkVBCZD?usp=sharing
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THE HEROES AND AMBASSADORS
Aplications of the logo, in diferent states of activation, to be used in showing the state of 

development of projects and the track record of activists.

TIMING
We live on a climatic emergency, 

and the clock is ticking.  

Time for IMPACTR

Our purpose is to accelerate 

change and the 2030 agenda. 

This is the time we have, which 

is represented in the symbol by 

the sun setting behind what is 

the object of our work and care, 

mother earth.

Element for the soft symbol

Sun (Sunset) 

Time, Light, Knowledge

Earth 

Home, Subject, Perfect, Lucky

Atmosphere

Fragility, Fluidity, Protective

3D7447

000000

205856

771325

FEA51E

FDF890

FFFFFF

00C0C0

F92855
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SUNSET FRAMES - SDG CLOCK
If the sun/sunset is our metaphor for our symbol an time our motor, such process can be divided in 17 frames and 

assign each of these marks an SDG to code further information visually. 

AUTOMATED CONTENT GENERATION
By the juxtaposition of these SDG marks, we can create symbols that 

relate with the SDGs an expert works with, an event talks about, 

posters, automated profile pictures and so on.

FB000B CF9206 308425 C60011 FE1A0A 30A3BC FFB000 83001C FF4A07 E40C76 FF8C0C CD7705 365C1D 1460A1 409F28 0A2B6F 09114B
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SOFT FORM SYMBOL - WATERMARK

DOWNLOAD OFT SYMBOL SET HERE

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19hiXjW-4VTjckRFbH8k84ZelfUHglKQg?usp=sharing
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USE OF NEGATIVE SPACES AND OUT-STROKE FOR SOCIALMEDIA

DOWNLOAD QUARE TEMPLATE SOCIAL MEDIA HERE

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KfSoJhWzQvwAbrXv-pcRh7jh7ufi1WPF?usp=sharing
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MATERIALS

DOWNLOAD QUARE TEMPLATE SOCIAL MEDIA HERE

DOWNLOAD OFT SYMBOL SET HERE

DOWNLOAD CHARACTERS HERE

FONTS

DOWNLOAD AMIRI HERE

DOWNLOAD LATO HERE

DOWNLOAD IMPACTR’S LOGO AND SYMBOL SET HERE

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KfSoJhWzQvwAbrXv-pcRh7jh7ufi1WPF?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19hiXjW-4VTjckRFbH8k84ZelfUHglKQg?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1wpXBKVzONQ6xiI4EHXr-uwbLKMkVBCZD?usp=sharing
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Amiri
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Lato
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rQO5VtWhP5vWr9loFYhL9pt96cspE_-N?usp=sharing

